EXPO 2020 DUBAI
GLOBAL BEST PRATICE
PROGRAMME COMPETITION
SUBMISSION FORM

1.

DEVELOPMENT CHALLENGE AND LOCAL SOLUTION [MAX 350 WORDS]

What development challenge does your project aim to address?

2.

BEST PRACTICE PROJECT [MAX 750 WORDS]

Describe your project and demonstrate how it is a simple, effective local solution to an issue or
challenge.

3.

COHERENCE AND CONVERGENCE [MAX 300 WORDS]

How is your project responsive to one of the 5 topics being spotlighted and demonstrably linked to at
least one cross-cutting theme and at least one enabler for development?

4.

INTEGRATION [MAX 200 WORDS]

How does your project reflect the integrated nature of development challenges and solutions? How
does it touch upon more than one SDG? Which ones?

5.

SUSTAINABLE IMPACT [MAX 250 WORDS]

How does your project demonstrate sustainability (project viability) and tangible impact across social,
economic, environmental dimensions?

6.

SCALABILITY [MAX 300 WORDS]

How has your project been or what potential does it have to be adapted, replicated, and / or scaled
elsewhere?

7.

COLLABORATION [MAX 150 WORDS]

Describe how your project has resulted from effective partnerships between multiple actors on the
value chain (public, private, and civil sectors).

8.

CREATIVITY [MAX 150 WORDS]

What ideas do you have for the initiative to be communicated creatively and effectively in
programmatic design to make it more relatable to visitors through art, film, storytelling, music, dance,
culinary arts, etc.

9.

CAPACITY TO PARTICIPATE [MAX 100 WORDS]

What capacity do you have to showcase your project and participate at Expo 2020 during event time
(consider time, resources, etc.)?

9.

MULTIMEDIA CONTENT

Please submit any links to supportive multimedia content (i.e. text, audio, images, animations, video
and interactive content) that showcase or demonstrate your Best Practice Project’s work / impact.

10.

OTHER INFORMATION [100 WORDS]

Use the space below to share any other information with Expo 2020 regarding your project.

